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BACKGROUND: As the US transitions to value-based
healthcare, physicians and payers are incentivized to
change healthcare delivery to improve quality of care
while controlling costs. By assisting with the management
of common chronic conditions, community health
workers (CHWs) may improve healthcare quality, but physicians and payers who are making choices about care
delivery also need to understand their effects on
healthcare spending.
METHODS: We searched PubMed, Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, PsycINFO, Embase, and Web of Science
from the inception of each database to 22 June 2015. We
included US-based studies that evaluated a CHW intervention for patients with at least one chronic health condition and reported cost or healthcare utilization outcomes. We evaluated studies using tools specific to study
design.
RESULTS: Our search yielded 2,941 studies after removing duplicates. Thirty-four met inclusion and methodological criteria. Sixteen studies (47%) were randomized
controlled trials (RCTs). RCTs typically had less positive
outcomes than other study designs. Of the 16 RCTs, 12
reported utilization outcomes, of which 5 showed a significant reduction in one or more of ED visits, hospitalizations and/or urgent care visits. Significant reductions
reported in ED visits ranged from 23%–51% and in hospitalizations ranged from 21%–50%, and the one significant reduction in urgent care visits was recorded at 60%
(p < 0.05 for all).
DISCUSSION: Our results suggest that CHW interventions have variable effects, but some may reduce costs
and preventable utilization. These findings suggest that
it is possible to achieve reductions in care utilization and
cost savings by integrating CHWs into chronic care management. However, variations in cost and utilization outcomes suggest that CHWs alone do not make an intervention successful. The paucity of rigorous studies and heterogeneity of study designs limited conclusions about factors associated with reduced utilization.
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INTRODUCTION

Global and capitated payment models are changing healthcare
delivery. These payment models set up incentives for practices
to reduce use of costly services, while maintaining or improving health outcomes. Relative to a fee-for-service model,
global payments give hospitals and primary care practices
more flexibility to fund new ways of delivering care. Consequently, physicians and practice managers need to understand
the evidence base on the value of care models.
Community health workers (CHWs), who have minimal
formal training in healthcare and are hired primarily for their
connection to a community,1 have long been employed by
primary care practices. Typically grant funded and not reimbursed through fee for service, they focus on health education,
prevention, or chronic disease management for vulnerable and
minority populations.1–3 As value-based payment models expand, providers will have more flexibility to fund CHWs with
global budgets, or payers may elect to reimburse for CHW
services.4–6
The emerging evidence base on CHW programs7 for the
prevention and management of chronic diseases includes systematic reviews concluding that CHW interventions can improve overall health outcomes8 and outcomes for patients with
heart disease, stroke,9 type II diabetes,10–12 HIV,13 and asthma2,14 and for vulnerable patients with or at risk for a variety
of chronic diseases or cancer.15 Other systematic reviews have
also documented the costs and cost-effectiveness of CHW
programs,15 but none, outside of low and middle-income
countries,16 have examined the impact of CHWs on the utilization of health services by patients with chronic conditions.
Because of their focus on prevention and disease management,
CHWs have the potential to reduce use of certain preventable,
costly healthcare services, such as emergency department
(ED) or urgent care visits. In deciding whether to incorporate
CHWs into a primary care practice, physicians and payers
would benefit from an understanding of how CHWs impact
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spending and the populations in which CHWs may bring
about the greatest savings.
In this context, we conducted a systematic review of
studies that have a cost or healthcare utilization outcome, evaluate CHW interventions for chronic disease
management, and are relevant to primary care. We can
understand the effects of CHWs either directly, by measuring costs, or indirectly, by measuring how CHWs
change potentially preventable utilization, an outcome
that affects payers and practices using global or bundled
payment models, but also affects healthcare efficiency
and quality. Ours is the first systematic review to focus
solely on the financial impacts of CHWs for chronic
care management in the US. We limited our search to
chronic care management because it is an area in which
CHWs have potential to reduce spending, as patients
with chronic conditions are among the most expensive
and have the most preventable healthcare use.17,18 These
findings may inform physicians and payers and will help
prioritize gaps for future research to address.

METHODS

This systematic review was conducted in accordance with
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and MetaAnalyses (PRISMA) guidelines.19 Protocol information can
be accessed on the PROSPERO International register of systematic reviews online.

JGIM

Eligibility Criteria
We included peer-reviewed, primary research studies published in English that met the PICOS criteria displayed in
Table 1.

Study Selection
Two researchers (SA, HJ) independently screened the titles,
abstracts, and full texts of all studies, reconciling any differences through discussion and excluding studies that did not
meet eligibility criteria. A third reviewer (ES) acted as a
tiebreaker for any inclusion/exclusion disagreements. Following the full text screen, we screened the bibliographies of the
included studies and articles that cited the studies. Any relevant titles were screened by abstract then by full text, as in the
original screening process. Selected studies were incorporated
into the final list of included studies. A primary care provider
(RP) reviewed the list of included studies and excluded any
studies not relevant to a primary care setting.
Studies were also assessed for methodological rigor. A team
of two researchers (SA, LS) reviewed and evaluated studies by
design type using the following scales: Jadad Scale for
RCTs,26 Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies
for pre-post (single arm) studies,27 Newcastle-Ottawa Scale

Table 1 Eligibility Criteria
Studies were included if they met the following PICOS criteria:
• Have at least one chronic disease
• Adults or children
Intervention • CHWs must play a primary role in the intervention, with
CHW defined as individuals who work primarily in a
health-related role, have no professional or paraprofessional training in healthcare or social work, and were
selected for their role largely because of their familiarity
with a community or population (consistent with the
Massachusetts Department of Public Health and American
Public Health Association definitions of CHWs)1,23
• Other health professionals or community workers may
participate in the intervention, as long as CHWs play the
main role
• CHWs are paid for their work
• CHWs manage a condition that is relevant to primary
care and not typically handled by specialists (such as
cancer treatment navigation)
• The intervention does not primarily address a public
health concern, such as vaccination for an entire
community
• The intervention does not primarily address maternal and
infant health or screening, as these are not relevant to
chronic disease management
Comparison • Cohort, pre-post, or randomized controlled trial design
Outcome
• Report on healthcare costs or utilization, including ED
visits, urgent care visits, primary care visits, or medication
use*
• Quantitative outcome
Setting
• United States
• Not at a worksite
Patients

Search Strategy
We searched PubMed (1809–22 June 2015), Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews (2000–22 June 2015),
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (1992–22
June 2015), PsycINFO (1872–22 June 2015), Embase
(1947–22 June 2015), and Web of Science (1900–22
June 2015). Our search strategy identified articles containing one or more terms related to the following three
ideas: (1) CHWs, (2) cost or healthcare utilization related to chronic care management, and (3) a United States
setting (see Appendix 1, available online, for complete
search strategy). We searched both free text and controlled vocabulary words and translated search terms
into syntax appropriate for each database.
In order to capture the breadth of CHW job titles, we drew
search terms from: (1) previous systematic reviews on
CHWs,8,20–22 (2) specific job titles used for CHWs in Massachusetts, based on a survey of CHW programs conducted by
the Massachusetts Department of Public Health,23,24 and (3)
additional terms on health coaching and doulas, some of
which were added after consulting with staff at the Massachusetts Department of Public Health’s Office of CHWs. Massachusetts is one of two states25 with an office of CHWs and has
a range of CHW programs, making the list of job titles broad.

*We included adherence to medication as an outcome because
medications contribute to healthcare costs, both in the short term
(potential increase) and long term (potential decrease). For example,
asthma, a condition that CHWs commonly treat, have medications that
are used only or more often if the disease is poorly controlled (rescue
inhalers), making medication a form of preventable utilization
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Yes (CHW
works with
nurse case
manager to
deliver
intervention)
No

No

No

No

Intens- CHW part of Brief
care team? (if description
ity†
yes,
of CHW role‡
description)

Community, NS,
home, clinic, NS, 6,
3
telephone

Setting

Hospital,
April
home
1997–
Feb. 1999

Rural; AZ 1 year

Urban;
MS

None

Urban;
MS

Urban;
MD

None

6 months

Urban; PA 1 year

Urban;
CA

Location Duration
(urban or
rural;
state)

None

Yes (≥1
None
hospitalization
for asthma or ≥2
asthma-related
emergency visits
1 year before
enrollment)
Yes (hospitalized Yes
for asthma)
(Medicaid)

No

Healthcare use
for inclusion
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Yes (regular
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None
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clinical
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opposed to an
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Type II
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Asthma

Type II
diabetes

Pediatric/ Chronic
adult
disease

Intervention

Table 2 Description of Included Studies
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of the 1996
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Insurance
status/
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Yes (prescribed None
ICS in past year)

Yes (prior
treatment for
stroke)
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clinical
diagnosis)

Yes (prior
provider asthma
diagnosis per
outpatient record
or 1 ED
discharge with
asthma as
primary
diagnosis)

Healthcare use
for inclusion
(yes/no)
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Health coaching,
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Wang et al.
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design description of
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foundation

Adult

Adult

Private
foundation

Academic
institution

Adult

Private
foundation;
local
government

Adult

State or
federal

Asthma

None

Asthma

Asthma

High-risk
patients

Hypertension,
diabetes, or
heart failure

None

No

Yes (low
income)

Yes (3 or more
ED utilizations
in past 6
months)
No

None

None

Yes (ED visit or Yes (low
hospitalization
income)
in past year)

No

No

None

Yes (health
insurance or
receive care
through free
clinic)
None

Insurance
status/
income status for inclusion (yes/no)

No

Healthcare use
for inclusion
(yes/no)

At least one
No
chronic illness

Type II
diabetes

Pediatric/ Chronic
adult
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source*
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Table 2. (continued)

1 year

1 year

2001–
2004

Rural;
WA

Urban;
NY

8 months

6 months

Urban; IL 6 months

Urban;
CA

Rural; TX 1 year

Urban;
MN

Urban;
CA

Urban; IL 2 years

Location Duration
(urban or
rural;
state)
36, 99
avg,
24, 1

Home

Home

Home

8, NS,
8, 1

NS,
NS,
NS, 1

3–4,
NS, 6,
1

Primary care NS,
center, home NS,
24, 1

Primary care NS,
NS,
center,
NS, 3
community

Primary care NS,
center
NS,
NS, 1

Home visiting,
health education§

No
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connecting with
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No
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Home visiting,
participate in
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coordination,
with team)
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coaching, health
education§
Yes (CHWs
Care
help connect
coordination,
providers to
health education,
coordinate care connecting with
and participate social services,
in team quality home visiting
improvement)
No
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care coordination
No
Care
coordination,
health education§

Yes (CHWs
works closely
with primary
care provider)
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ity†
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of CHW role‡
description)

Primary care NS,
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NS,
NS, 1
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hospital
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Prepost

Cohort 13,642
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Cohort 2,122
76.9% Black

Cohort 6,159
Freeborn
No stated
et al. 197862
description

Felix et al.
201152

Enard and
Ganelin
201350

Cohort 264
Bryant98%
Stephens
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et al. 200949
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Adult

Pediatric,
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federal

Pediatric,
adult

Pediatric

Pediatric

Pediatric
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Long-term
care needs
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Asthma

Asthma

Asthma

Pediatric/ Chronic
adult
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Private
foundation;
state or
federal

Private
foundation;
state or
federal

State or
federal
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foundation

State or
federal;
academic
institution

Funding
source*

Intervention

Yes (low
income)

None

Insurance
status/
income status for inclusion (yes/no)

No

No

Yes: Kaiser
Permanente
and low
income

None

Yes (≥1
None
hospitalization
due to asthma or
≥2 asthmarelated emergency visits 1 year
before the time
of enrollment)
Yes (at least one None
Bprimary-care
related^ ED use)

No

No

Healthcare use
for inclusion
(yes/no)
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2-26
weeks

Urban;
OR

Home

Home

Home

Setting

NS,
NS,
NS, 1

NS,
NS,
24, 1

5, NS,
6, 1

6, NS,
12, 1

2.24
avg,
NS, 5
weeks
avg, 1

Health education,
connecting with
health services,
advocacy§

Home visiting,
health education,
health coaching,
care
coordination,
environmental
modification,
connecting with
social services,
connecting with
health services
Home visiting,
health education,
environmental
modification

Home visiting,
health coaching,
health education,
environmental
modification,
advocacy
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Connecting
patients to social
services,
advocacy, health
education
Yes (CHWs
Health education,
work with
connecting with
patients during social services
clinic visits)

No

No

No

No

No

Intens- CHW part of Brief
care team? (if description
ity†
yes,
of CHW role‡
description)

Not stated Primary care NS,
center
NS,
12, 1

Home,
community

12 months Hospital,
telephone

Rural; AR 3 years

Urban;
TX

Urban; PA 1 year

Urban; IL 1 year

WA

Location Duration
(urban or
rural;
state)
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Not stated

Adult

Type II
diabetes

Not stated

Asthma

Type II
diabetes

HIV-positive

Insurance
status/
income status for inclusion (yes/no)
Location Duration
(urban or
rural;
state)
Setting

Yes (Health
Insurance
Assistance
Program)
None

No

Yes (low
income)

Yes (at least one None
hospitalization
and 2
unscheduled
asthma visits in
the 6 months
before
enrollment)
Yes (patient at
None
the Northeastern
Vermont
Regional
Hospital)

No

No

NS,
NS,
12, 1

2 years

Home

Rural; TX 2 years

Primary care 24, NS, No
center
24, 1

No
NS,
NS,
NS, NS

NS,
NS,
24, 1

Yes (CHW
works with
nurse
practitioner)
No

No

Yes (CHW
NS,
NS, 25, member of
care team and
NS
coordinate
between
providers)

Connecting with
social services,
care
coordination,
connecting to
health services,
health coaching
Home visiting,
health education,
health coaching

Home visiting,
environmental
modification

Home visiting,
health education,
health coaching§

Home visiting,
health coaching,
health education,
advocacy,
connecting with
health services,
connecting with
social services
Health education

Intens- CHW part of Brief
care team? (if description
ity†
yes,
of CHW role‡
description)

18 months Primary care NS,
center, home NS,
NS, 2

Not stated

Rural; VT Not stated Hospital

Urban;
MA, NY,
IL, TX,
WA, AZ

Urban;
TX

Urban; IN 1 year

Yes (3 or more Yes (Molina Urban and 25 months Not stated
ED visits in one Healthcare of rural; NM
New Mexico)
quarter)

Healthcare use
for inclusion
(yes/no)

*We reported funding sources as one or more of seven types: private foundation, insurance provider, state or federal, healthcare provider, academic institution, local government, or other non-profit
organization
†Intensity: number of visits, average length of visits (min), intervention length months, all group visits = 3, mixed group/one on one = 2, only one on one = 1, NS = Not stated
‡To describe the CHW role, we categorized CHW roles into eight groups: connecting patients with social service, care coordination, connecting patients to health services, health coaching, home visiting,
environmental modification, advocacy, and health education. We assigned one or more of these labels to each study to capture all of the activities that the CHWs performed
§Community health workers were explicitly reported as bilingual

Ryabov
201464

30
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Not stated
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Mirambeau Costet al. 201330 effect

Costeffect

Pediatric

State or
federal

937
No stated
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Kattan et al. Cost200540
effect

Adult

Adult

State or
federal

State or
federal;
insurance
provider;
healthcare
provider

Adult

Roth et al.
201258

None

Adult

Private
foundation

State or
federal

Cohort 448
No stated
description

Johnson
et al. 20125

Pediatric/ Chronic
adult
disease

Funding
source*

Cohort 449
28.9% Black,
65.7% White,
5.4% Other
Brown et al. Cost- 46
63
effect Hispanic
2012

Study Number and
design description of
participants

Citation

Intervention
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for non-randomized matched cohort design,28 and Consensus
on Health Economic Criteria for the cost-effectiveness studies.29 (Details on study exclusion at this step are presented in
Appendix 2, available online.) Studies were not compared
across scales, as there was no way to standardize ratings.
Instead, we provide each study’s design (Table 2), outcomes
(Table 3), and risk of bias (Appendix 2) to facilitate interpretation of results.

Data Collection and Synthesis
We extracted data based on a codebook developed by
members of the research team (SA, HJ). The codebook
included definitions for each indicator and sample extractions. Indicators selected are displayed in the top
row of Tables 2 and 3 and adhered to the PICOS
criteria: patient (participant characteristics), intervention,
comparison (study design and comparison group if present), outcome, and setting. Two researchers (HJ, SA)
piloted the codebook on a small sample of studies and
compared data extracted for consistency. The codebook
was revised based on inconsistencies. Based on preliminary analysis of the data, we classified CHW activities
into eight categories (Table 2) and described each intervention using one or more activity labels. As we extracted cost or outcome data, we maintained the units
and format of data as the initial study presented it. We
considered a p-value of less than 0.05 statistically significant. Because of variation in intervention and outcome reporting, we were not able to conduct a metaanalysis of study findings and thus had no specific
summary measures. We compared the characteristics
(displayed in Table 3) of RCTs with significant or
non-significant results for the most costly utilization
indicators (hospitalizations, urgent care visits, and ED
visits) to look for trends and develop hypotheses about
which features contribute to positive outcomes. We focused on RCTs in these comparisons because of their
increased methodological rigor and decreased susceptibility to publication bias.31,32 To examine trends in
CHW intervention efficacy by population, we examined
outcomes of studies addressing certain key conditions
(asthma, diabetes) and targeting low-income populations.
To facilitate comparison between studies, we grouped the
studies by outcome for our analysis and compared studies only
within each outcome. We indicate only the direction of change
and its statistical significance (significant, not significant, not
calculated). Studies were considered statistically significant if
they had p < 0.05. Detailed information about the outcomes of
each study is displayed in Table 3.
In this review, we aim to test the hypotheses that:
1. CHWs reduce healthcare costs and utilization.
2. Interventions that have CHWs integrated into the care
team will have more positive results than those that do
not integrate CHWs.

RESULTS

Our search yielded 2,941 results after duplicates were removed, 43 of which satisfied inclusion criteria (Fig. 1). We
excluded nine studies based on the methodological review,
leaving 34 studies in the final review (Appendix 2, available
online). Reviewers were consistent in 91% of inclusion/
exclusion decisions in both abstract and full text screens.

Description of Included Studies
Sixteen studies (47%) were randomized control trials (RCTs),
eight were pre-post studies (24%), six were cohort studies
(18%), and four were cost-effectiveness analyses (12%). Interventions generally targeted either children (n = 13; 38%) or
adults (n = 18; 53%), with only three (9%) including both.
Most studies included only patients with a specific chronic
condition, including asthma (n = 14; 41%), diabetes (n = 6;
18%), hypertension (n = 1; 3%), stroke (n = 1; 3%), or HIV
(n = 1; 3%). Some studies had prior preventable healthcare
use, such as recent ED visits for asthma, as an inclusion criteria
(n = 14; 41%) or included only low-income, Medicaid, or
uninsured patients or recruited patients from low-income areas
(n = 14; 41%).
Interventions varied in intensity, lasting from two weeks to
two years, and consisted of individual visits (n = 28; 82%),
group visits (n = 3; 9%), or a combination of the two (n = 1;
3%) (two studies did not specify visit type.) Seven studies
(21%) described specific ways in which CHWs were integrated into the care team. Information about the study setting,
intervention, and patient population are shown in Table 2.

Emergency Department Visits
Nineteen studies (56%) measured change in ED visits during
or after the CHW intervention. Of those, eight were RCTs, and
three showed a significant decrease in ED visits during or after
the intervention, relative to a randomized control.33–35 Five
showed no significant difference in ED visits.36–40
Of the eight pre-post studies, five showed a significant
decrease in ED visits relative to a baseline measurement,41–
45
and one had no significant decrease.46 Two pre-post studies
did not indicate statistical significance; of these, one intervention resulted in a decrease in ED visits47 and one in an increase
in ED visits.48 There were three cohort studies that examined
ED use, two of which showed significant decreases in ED use
in the intervention group.49,50

Hospitalizations
Seventeen studies (50%) assessed the effect of the CHW
intervention on hospitalizations, primarily during the CHW
intervention. Of the seven RCTs, six showed no significant
decrease in hospitalizations relative to a control or a randomized observation group.34,35,37,39,40,51 One showed a significant decrease relative to the control.36 Of the seven pre-post
studies that assessed hospitalization, all showed a decrease in

4 (5)

2 (5)

RCT
Gary et al. 200937
Adult, type II diabetes mellitus

RCT

RCT

Hopper et al. 198438
Adult, diabetes mellitus

Hunter et al. 200461
Adult, none
2 (5)

4 (5)

RCT

Fisher et al. 200936
Pediatric and adult asthma

Mean sick visits before/
after intervention
HV grp: 1.32/0.84†
(p < 0.05)*
Obs. grp: 1.31/1.05
Control: 0.67/1.35
*HVE vs. CTRL:
(p < 0.05)
N/A

N/A

Urgent care visits

N/A

N/A

N/A

Hospitalizations
Intervention grp: 36.5%
Control grp: 59.1%
(p < 0.002)*
One or more hospitalization
during study period: Relative
risk of hospitalization
Intervention grp:
0.61 (0.45–0.83)*
Main effect of intervention
was significant (p < 0.001)*
Controlling for admissions
the prior year
Relative risk 24 months after Relative risk 24 months after N/A
start
start
Intervention grp: 0.77
Intervention grp: 0.91
(0.59–1.00)*
(0.64–1.19)
Relative risk 36 months after Relative risk 36 months after
start
start
Intervention grp: 0.80
Intervention grp:
(0.62–1.03)
0.79 (0.59–1.06)
Intervention grp: decreased - N/A
N/A
0.02 (-1.92–1.88)
Control grp: increased 0.24
(-0.41–0.89)

For ED visits not followed by
a hospitalization (1+ visits)
Intervention grp: 64%,
Control grp: 54% (p = 0.11)

Mean ED visits before/after
intervention
HV grp: 1.99/1.02†*
Obs. grp: 2.20/1.09†
Control grp: 0.69/1.48
*HVE vs. CTRL: (p < 0.01)

2 (5)

RCT
Control not
randomized

Bryant-Stephens and Li
200835
Pediatric asthma
Mean hosp. days before/after
intervention
HV grp: 0.66/0.33†*
Obs. grp:
0.56/0.32†
Control grp: 0.59/1.20
*HVE vs. CTRL: (p < 0.05)

N/A
Change from baseline
CHW grp: total visit decrease
11%
Care management grp: total
visit increase 40%
Control grp: increase 15%†

3 (5)

RCT

Hospitalizations

Babamoto et al. 200933
Adult, type II diabetes

ED visits

Study design Methodology
score

Citation and patient
population

Utilization

Table 3 Cost and Utilization Outcomes

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

(continued on next page)

Mean eye clinic visits
per year change from
baseline
Intervention grp:
increase 0.42
(0.12–0.72)†
Control grp:
decrease 0.02
(-0.28–0.25)
Relative risk of
return visit
Intervention grp:
increase 35%, 1.35
(0.95–1.92)

N/A

N/A

Albuterol use from baseline N/A
HV grp: decrease 25% †
Obs. grp: decrease 22%
Controller Meds use from
baseline
HVE grp: increase 3%
Obs. grp: increase 2%

†

Other healthcare
use

Change from baseline
N/A
CHW grp: adherence
increase 10%
Care management grp:
adherence decrease 22% †
Control grp: decrease 17%

Medication use

JGIM
Jack et al.: Community Health Workers and Healthcare Use

Study design Methodology
score
4 (5)

4 (5)

4 (5)

4 (5)

4 (5)

RCT

RCT

Kangovi et al. 201451
Adult, none

RCT
Krieger et al. 199960
Adult, elevated blood pressure

RCT

Citation and patient
population

Krieger et al. 200555
Pediatric asthma

Krieger et al. 201554
Adult asthma

RCT
Kronish et al. 201457
Adult, reported occurrence of
stroke or Bmini-stroke^ in past
5 years
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ED visits

Utilization
Urgent care visits

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High intensity grp:
decreased 15% from
baseline (p <0.001)†
Low intensity grp:
decreased 3.9% from
baseline
Change in mean urgent
care visits
Intervention grp: 3.46
to 1.99 from baseline
(p < 0.001)†
Control grp: 3.30 to
1.96 from baseline
(p < 0.005)†
Intervention effect:
-0.07 (p = 0.83)

N/A

Percent sample readmitted:
N/A
Intervention grp: 15.0%
Control grp: 13.6%,
(p = 0.68)
Multiple readmissions:
Intervention grp: 2.3%
Control grp: 5.5% (p = 0.08)

Hospitalizations

Table 3. (continued)

Odds ratio: timely
post-hospital primary
care visit
Intervention grp:
1.52 (1.03–2.23)*
Odds ratio Multiple
readmissions
sub-group:
Intervention grp:
0.4 (0.14–1.06)
Completions of
follow-up visit
Intervention grp:
39.4% higher from
usual care
(p < 0.001)*
N/A

Other healthcare
use

(continued on next page)

Days of rescue medication N/A
(2-week frame)
Intervention grp: 7.30 to
4.50 (p < 0.001)†
Control grp: 7.40 to 6.08
(p < 0.005)†
Intervention effect: -1.38
(p = 0.01)*
Mean oral steroid use
(12-month frame)
Intervention grp: 3.94 to
1.16 (p = 0.21)
Control grp: 5.68 to 2.45
(p = 0.33)
Intervention effect: -1.18
(p = 0.42)
Antithrombotic adherence: N/A
Intervention grp: increase
1% from baseline
Control grp: stagnant 84%
from baseline
Not significant across
groups (p = 0.79)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Medication use

Jack et al.: Community Health Workers and Healthcare Use
JGIM

3 (5)

4 (5)

Moderate (1)

RCT

RCT

RCT

Pre-post

Parker et al. 200853
Pediatric asthma

Rothschild et al. 201456
Adult, type II diabetes treated
with at least 1 oral
hypoglycemic agent
Wang et al. 201234
Adult, at least one chronic
illness, including mental
health and addiction
Adair et al. 201247
Adult, hypertension, diabetes,
or heart failure

Margellos-Anast et al. 201241
Pediatric asthma

Ferrer et al. 201348
Adult, high-risk patients
Fox et al. 200745
Pediatric asthma

5 (5)

RCT

Nelson et al. 201139
Pediatric asthma

Weak (3)

Weak (2)

Pre-post

Pre-post

Weak (3)

Pre-post

3 (5)

4 (5)

Study design Methodology
score

Martin et al. 201459
RCT
Pediatric
persistent/uncontrolled asthma

Citation and patient
population

Incidence rate ratio of
Hospitalization
Intervention grp: 0.89
(0.44–1.82)
Total number decreased from
188 to 166 (year during
intervention) to 177 (year
post)
24% total visit decrease from
baseline
6.9% total visit decrease
from baseline† (p < 0.0001)

N/A

N/A

Relative risk compared to
control
Intervention grp:
0.91(0.59–1.41)

N/A

Hospitalizations
Correct steps for inhaler
use at 12 months
Intervention grp (2):
14.2% more than control
grp (p < 0.01)*
Odds ratio for
corticosteroid use
Intervention grp (1): 0.2
(0.0–0.8)*
N/A

Medication use

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Relative risk asthma
monitoring primary
care visit
Intervention grp:
1.21 (1.04–1.41)*
Relative risk
non-asthma primary
care visit
Intervention grp:
1.47 (1.04–2.08)*
N/A

N/A

Other healthcare
use

(continued on next page)

Median general clinic
visits increased from
2.5 to 3.5 (p =
0.9215)

N/A

No change in ACEI/ARB N/A
use (p = 0.549); aspirin use
increase 10% from baseline
(p < 0.001)†
N/A
N/A

Odds ratio unscheduled N/A
medical care
intervention effect
Intervention grp: 0.4
(p = 0.004)*
N/A
No change in medication
adherence observed
Overlapping confidence
intervals
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

Urgent care visits

Total count frequent use of
30.8% total visit
decrease from baseline† rescue medication: 30.5%
decrease from baseline† (p
(p < 0.0001)
< 0.0001)
Median number of ED visits Median number of
Median number of
N/A
decreased from 2.0 to 0.0 (p < hospitalizations 0.0 to 0.0 (p urgent care visits1.0 to
< 0.0001)†
0.0001)†
1.0 (p = 0.003)†
Range decreased 0–6 at
Range decreased
baseline to 0–3 follow-up
0–12 at baseline to
0–8 at follow-up

Incident rate ratio of annual
visit
Intervention grp:
0.49 (0.34–0.70)*
Total number of visits
decreased 310 to 259 (year
during intervention) to 269
(year post)
12% total visit increase from
baseline
18.3% total visit decrease
from baseline† (p < 0.0001)

N/A

N/A

Relative risk
compared to
control
Intervention grp: 0.94
(0.77–1.15)

N/A

ED visits

Utilization

Table 3. (continued)

JGIM
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Pre-post

Pre-post

Pre-post

Pre-post

Cohort

Cohort

Cohort

Michelen et al. 200642
Pediatric, none

Postma et al. 201143
Pediatric asthma

Primomo et al. 200646
Pediatric asthma

Turyk et al. 201344
Pediatric asthma

Bryant-Stephens et al. 200949
Pediatric asthma

Enard and Ganelin 201350
Pediatric and adult, none

Felix et al. 201152
Adult, long-term care needs
8 (9)

7 (9)

5 (9)

Moderate (1)

Weak (3)

Strong (0)

Weak (2)

Study design Methodology
score

Citation and patient
population
N/A

Urgent care visits

Mean admissions per patient N/A
decreased 0.15 to 0.01 (p <
0.0005)†

N/A

Hospitalizations
N/A

Medication use

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Other healthcare
use

(continued on next page)

Rescue medication
adherence:
32.5% increase from
baseline (p < 0.0005)†
Medication refilled before
running out: 34.4%
increase from baseline
(p < 0.0005)†
5% total visit decrease from 12.9% total visit decrease
Total count
Total count long-term asthbaseline (p = 0.3)
from baseline (p = 0.01)†
unscheduled doctor
ma control prescription: 7%
visits: increase 4% (p = increase (p = 0.224)
0.66)
Quick relief prescriptions:
10% increase (p = 0.028)†
22.9% decrease from baseline 11% decrease from baseline 26.7 decrease from
Controller use: 13.6%
(p < 0.0001)†
(p < 0.0001)†
baseline (p < 0.0001)† increase from baseline (p <
0.0001)†
30% decrease in mean
53% decrease in mean
N/A
Total frequency in albuterol
number of visits per year per number of visits per year per
use: 0.01 decrease (p =
patient from baseline† (2.3 to patient from baseline (0.89–
0.89)
1.6) (p < 0.001)
0.43) (p < 0.001)†
>1 Primary care-related ED
N/A
N/A
N/A
visits prior to intervention:
mean visit decreased by 0.9
per patient† (p < 0.001)
>5 Primary care-related ED
visits prior to intervention:
mean visits decrease by 3.4
per patient (p < 0.001)
N/A
Intervention grp:
N/A
N/A
inpatient hospital costs
decreased $433 per person;
outpatient hospital decreased
$6
Comparison grp:
inpatient hospital costs
decreased $713 per person;
outpatient hospital costs
increased $152 per patient

Pearson correlation
associated with decrease in
ED use
Providing health education:
r = 0.299 (p < 0.000)†
Teaching patients to use
healthcare system:
r = 0.259 (p < 0.000)†
Providing counseling on
social/emotional issues:
r = 0.408 (p < 0.001)†
Mean visits per patient
decreased 0.46 to 0.22† (p <
0.005)

ED visits

Utilization

Table 3. (continued)
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JGIM

Cohort

Cohort

Cohort

costeffectiveness
costeffectiveness

Freeborn et al. 197862
Pediatric and adult, none

Johnson et al. 20125
Not stated, none

Roth et al. 201258
Adult, HIV-positive

Brown et al. 201263
Adult, type II diabetes
Kattan et al. 200540‡
Pediatric, physician-diagnosed
asthma

N/A

Urgent care visits

Difference in mean ED visits: Difference in mean inpatient
days:
intervention vs. control:
intervention vs. control: -0.11
−0.10 (p = 0.30)
(p = 0.39)

16 (19)

N/A

N/A

Difference in mean
unscheduled visits: 19%
decrease relative to
control (p = 0.03)*

N/A

N/A

Admissions per patient
N/A
Intervention grp: mean 0.4
visits ($2358 avg.) to 0.1
visits post intervention ($410
avg.)*
Comparison grp: 0.1 visits
($1,184 avg.) to 0.1 visits
post intervention ($458 avg.)
Intervention group decreased
significantly across study
period (p < 0.01)

N/A

Hospitalizations

N/A

N/A

Intervention grp:
mean visits per patient
decreased from 5.9 ($1,453
avg.) to 1.8 post intervention
($570 avg.)
Comparison grp:
mean visits per patient
decreased from 4.5 ($1,051
avg.) to 1.0 post intervention
($272 avg.)*
Comparison group decreased
significantly across the study
period (p < 0.01)

N/A

ED visits

14 (19)

7 (9)

7 (9)

7 (9)

Study design Methodology
score

Citation and patient
population

Utilization

Table 3. (continued)

Ambulatory care
Intervention
groups: 146%
increase for males
(p < 0.001)*
139% increase for
females (p < 0.004)*
N/A

Other healthcare
use

Difference in mean
inhalers:
intervention vs. control:
-0.86 (p < 0.001)*

(continued on next page)

Difference in mean
scheduled medical
visits:
intervention vs.
control: -0.07
(p = 0.62)

Non-narcotic prescriptions
per patient
Intervention grp: 49.8 per
person ($2,409 avg.) to
18.6 per person ($848) post
intervention
Comparison grp: 14.2 per
person ($429 avg.) to 9.1
per person post intervention
($396 avg.)*
Narcotic prescriptions per
patient
Intervention grp: 6.6 per
person ($180 avg.) to 2.3
per person ($75 avg.) post
intervention
Comparison grp:
1.8 per person ($31 avg.) to
0.8 per person ($22 avg.)
Comparison group
decreased significantly
across study period
(p < 0.01)
Odds ratio adherence to
N/A
HIV med
Intervention grp: OR 1.83
(p = 0.046)*
Viral load studies more
likely in intervention group
OR 3.05
(p = 0.04)*
Viral load under control
more likely OR 2.01
(p = 0.011)*
N/A
N/A

N/A

Medication use

JGIM
Jack et al.: Community Health Workers and Healthcare Use

JGIM

13 (19)

*Indicates significance between groups (control-intervention)
†Indicates significance within groups (pre-post single sample)
‡This cost-effectiveness study also included some outcome results reported relative to a randomized control and is considered an RCT in discussions of those outcomes

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
13 (19)

costeffectiveness
costeffectiveness
Mirambeau et al. 201330
Not stated, not stated
Ryabov 201464
Adult, type II diabetes

N/A

Urgent care visits
Hospitalizations
ED visits
Study design Methodology
score
Citation and patient
population

Utilization

Table 3. (continued)

Medication use

Other healthcare
use

Jack et al.: Community Health Workers and Healthcare Use

Fig. 1 Flowchart of inclusion and exclusion of studies

hospitalizations,41,43–48 but only five indicated statistical significance.41,43–46 Three cohort studies assessed the effect of the
intervention on hospitalizations. One showed a decrease in costs
without significance given52; two indicated a significant decrease relative to an observation cohort.5,49

Urgent Care Visits
Seven studies (21%) measured the effect of the CHW intervention on use of urgent care or other unscheduled outpatient
medical services. Two of four RCTs demonstrated a significant
decrease relative to control,40,53 and two showed no significant
decrease relative to control.54,55 Of the four pre-post studies
measuring this outcome, three demonstrated a statistically significant decrease,41,44,45 and one showed a non-significant
increase.46

Medication Use
Fifteen studies (47%) measured medication use, assessing
adherence (six studies), preventable use (six studies), or both
(three studies). Of those assessing adherence, three RCTs
found no significant change relative to a control.33,56,57 Of
four pre-post studies, three found an increase relative to

JGIM

Jack et al.: Community Health Workers and Healthcare Use

baseline,43,44,47 and one cohort study noted increased adherence relative to an observation cohort.58 Of the four RCTs
measuring preventable use, three found a statistically significant decrease relative to a control.40,54,59 Three pre-post
studies found a decrease in preventable use relative to baseline.43,45,46 One cohort study found no change in emergency
medication use,49 while another (the only study that measured medication costs) noted a significant decrease in nonnarcotic prescription costs for the control cohort relative to
the CHW group.5

Scheduled Outpatient Visits
Eight studies (24%) assessed aspects of healthcare utilization
other than ED visits, hospitalizations, urgent care, or medication use. Of those, all measured scheduled outpatient visits,
such as scheduled primary care provider appointments or
maintenance appointments for a chronic condition. Three of
six RCTs showed a significant increase in visits relative to a
control,39,51,60 while three had no significant change.38,40,61
One pre-post study found no significant change in clinic
visits,41 and a single cohort study saw a significant increase
in ambulatory care.62

Cost reporting
The 17 studies (50%) that reported either program costs,
overall costs (including savings from changes in utilization),
or both are summarized in Table 4. In the 14 studies that
reported on program costs, the cost per patient or family per
year ranged from $200 to $1472, but studies were not consistent in which operational costs they included in these totals,
which does not enable direct comparison.
Eleven studies tracked changes in overall costs, including
both the intervention costs and savings from reduced utilization. Seven studies included both the cost of the intervention
and overall healthcare cost-related outcomes, and four studies
reported cost-related outcomes without directly reporting operational costs. Eight studies found the CHW interventions
decreased costs, while three suggested that the CHW interventions yielded no savings.5,40,58
Two studies, both of which focused on care for adults with
type II diabetes in Texas, assessed the cost-effectiveness of a
CHW intervention. One found that each additional qualityadjusted life year (QALY) gained as a result of the CHW
intervention cost $10,995 to $33,319.63 The other found that
each additional QALY cost $13,810.64 The typical benchmark
for the cost-effectiveness of an intervention is $50,000 or less
per QALY.65

Features of Interventions with Positive Utilization
Outcomes
Fourteen studies (41%) demonstrated a statistically significant
decrease in ED visits, hospitalizations, or urgent care visits
among patients who received a CHW intervention, relative to
a randomized control, baseline measure, or observational

cohort. An additional three studies reported positive results
for these outcome measures, but did not calculate statistical
significance. To assess whether interventions with reductions
in ED utilization, hospitalizations, and/or urgent care were
associated with distinct patient traits, we examined these outcomes across common populations. Of 13 studies focused on
pediatric asthma populations, significant reductions were
achieved in hospitalization, ED visits, or urgent care visits in
9 of the 10 studies that reported these outcomes. Six studies
focused on diabetic populations, where two of three studies
achieved key outcome reductions. Fourteen studies focused on
low socioeconomic status or public insurance populations, and
significant reductions across key outcomes were reported in
seven of nine studies. A more detailed examination of utilization indicators by these populations is presented in Appendix 3, available online.
There was a trend for non-randomized studies to have more
positive outcomes than RCTs. For both ED visits and hospitalizations, the frequency of positive RCTs was much less than
in pre-post studies (ED visits: 3/8 RCTs positive, 5/8 pre-post
positive; hospitalizations: 1/6 RCTs positive, 7/7 pre-post
positive; urgent care visits: 2/4 RCTs positive, 4/4 pre-post
positive). In light of this skew and the increased rigor of RCTs,
we examined RCTs to compare the features of interventions
that demonstrated a statistically significant decrease in
healthcare utilization with those that did not. Of the 17 RCTs,
5 (29%) had statistically significant positive results in at least
one of these areas. Seven (41%) showed no significant change
in these outcomes. The other RCTs (five studies; 29%) did not
measure ED visits, hospitalizations, or urgent care visits. Features and results of positive and negative RCTs are presented
in Table 5.

DISCUSSION

Our results provide evidence that CHW-based interventions
have the potential to reduce costs and preventable healthcare
utilization. We have shown that many, but not all, CHW
interventions reduce healthcare utilization (Hypothesis One)
and that interventions with CHWs integrated into the care
team trend toward better outcomes (Hypothesis Two). Because of the variability in interventions, outcomes, and study
quality, our findings do not allow us to draw firm conclusions
about the effects of CHW interventions on costs or healthcare
utilization.
Of the studies that reported overall costs, the majority
found that the CHW interventions were cost saving, and
all studies that measured the per-patient annual cost
indicated that interventions are low cost, less than
$1500 per patient per year. Additionally, while RCTs
showed variation in intervention effects, 42% of the
RCTs that measured ED visits, hospitalizations, or urgent care visits found that the CHW intervention resulted in a statistically significant decrease in the use of at

JGIM
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Table 4 Studies that Examined Change in Overall Cost
Citation
Study
design

Methodology
rating

Program costs

Changes in overall costs

Bryant-Stephens
and Li 200835
Krieger et al.
200555

RCT

2 (5)

–

RCT

4 (5)

$675 per family
per year
–

Krieger et al.
201554

RCT

4 (5)

Rothschild et al.
201456

RCT

3 (5)

Adair et al.
201247

Pre-post

Moderate (1)

Ferrer et al.
201348

Pre-post

Weak (3)

$1300 per
participant per
year
$1020 per
participant per
year*
$392 per
participant per
year*
–

Margellos-Anast
et al. 201241

Pre-post

Weak (3)

–

Primomo, et al.
200646
Bryant-Stephens
et al. 200949
Enard and
Ganelin 201350

Pre-post

Weak (3)

Cohort

5 (9)

Cohort

7 (9)

$200 per family
total*
$450-$500 per
family total*
$45,880 per
CHW per year*

Felix et al.
201152

Cohort

8 (9)

$896,000 total
costs*

Johnson et al.
20125

Cohort

7 (9)

$559 per
participant per
year*

Roth et al.
201258

Cohort

7 (9)

–

Brown et al.
201263

Costeffect

14 (19)

Kattan et al.
200540

Costeffect
(RCT)
Costeffect
Costeffect

16 (19)

$783.75 per
participant per
year*
$1472 per family Intervention costs were $1042 greater than control
total
group; service reductions were unable to offset
cost. Subgroup analysis yielded no savings
$420,640 total
–
program costs*
Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio: $13,810 per
$824 per
QALY gained
participant per
year

Mirambeau
et al., 201330
Ryabov 201464

13 (19)
13 (19)

Costs calculation

High intensity calculated cost savings: $201-$334 Savings calculated based on
per child; low intensity cost savings: $185-$315 visits averted × average cost of
per child‡
visit type
–
–
Net savings $103,065†

Savings calculated based on
visits averted × average cost of
visit type
9% decrease in total charges, savings compared Savings calculated based on
†
with prior year $250,215
matched patient utilization in
year prior
Cost saving $2561.60 per participant. ROI: $5.58 Savings calculated based on
per dollar spent†
visits averted × average cost of
visit type
–
–
Mean cost savings ranged per person from $331
to $1,369 depending on frequency of use in year
prior to intervention†
Physician office spending decreased by $266 per
person in the intervention, decreased by $49 per
person in the comparison.
Cost increased 19.3% over study period
intervention compared with 30% increase in case
control: total savings per person $1565‡ in
intervention. 23.8%‡ net saving per participant
2005–2008 ($2.619 million)
Accrued participant costs over study period
Intervention group:
Total ED costs $225,324;
Total inpatient costs $183,812‡;
Total non-narcotics Rx costs $379,970
Total narcotics Rx costs $33,647
Comparison group:
Total ED costs $121,858;
Total inpatient costs $205,144;
Total non-narcotic Rx costs $171,602
Total narcotic Rx costs $9,812
No significant savings across total claims
(pharmacy, outpatient, inpatient, emergency, lab,
home health, long-term care, other)
Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER):
ICER calculated using actual
$10,995 to $33,319 per QALY gained
costs and Archimedes Model
ICER curve based on average
health care costs per symptomfree day
ICER calculated using
recorded data CDC Diabetes
Cost Effectiveness Model

*Indicates that some program costs, such as salary or benefits, were taken into account in cost reporting
†Indicates that study did not assess significance of reported cost-savings
‡Indicates significance at P < 0.05 level

least one of those services relative to a control. Further,
our results suggest that CHWs may be better suited to
address the needs of patients who are at high risk of

preventable health emergencies, rather than those with
more advanced disease, who may require intensive inpatient care: only one RCT found that the CHW-based

JGIM

*Significant difference in ED visits, urgent care visits, or hospitalizations
†Based on insurance status, income status, or residence in low-income area
‡The Jadad Scale provides a quality rating out of 5 for RCTs; a score of 5 indicates greatest rigor

Babamoto et al. 200933 (3); Bryant-Stephens and Li 200835 (2); Hopper et al. 198438 (2); Kangovi et al. 201451 (4); Krieger et al. 200555 (4); Krieger et al. 201554
(4); Nelson et al. 201139 (5)

Score on the Jadad Scale‡ indicated in parentheses
Fisher et al. 200936 (4); Gary et al. 200937 (4); Parker et al. 200853 (3); Wang et al. 201234 (4); Kattan et al. 200540 (4)

3.4
5/7 (71%)
0/7 (0%)
3/7 (43%)
7/7 (100%)
6/7 (86%)
6/7 (86%)
4/7 (57%)
2/7 (28%)

4/7 (57%)

3.8
5/5 (100%)
2/5 (40%)
1/5 (20%)
5/5 (100%)
5/5 (100%)
5/5 (100%)
3/5 (60%)
1/5 (20%)
2/5 (40%)

RCTs showing a
significant difference*
(n = 5)
RCTs showing
no significant
difference* (n = 7)
Study quality
RCTs showing a
significant result
RCTs showing no
significant result

All or part of
intervention delivered
in a hospital
setting
Urban
CHW works
one on one
with patient
Home
visiting
Patients
with
asthma
Lowincome
patients†
Prior
preventable
healthcare use as
inclusion criteria

Table 5 Characteristics and Results of Interventions Evaluated with an RCT

CHW described
as integrated into
care team

Intervention lasts
for at least 1 year

Average study
quality (score
on Jadad scale)‡
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intervention reduced hospitalizations (1/7), while a much
greater fraction of RCTs found that CHW-based interventions could reduce ED or urgent care visits (3/8 and
2/4, respectively).
Prior reviews, many of which concentrate on CHWbased interventions for a specific population, found that
some, but not all, CHW-based interventions are cost
saving or reduce preventable utilization,2,8,12,15,21 findings that correspond with our results. Our review builds
on prior reviews that have examined the effects of CHW
programs across diagnoses by showing that CHWs can
reduce potentially preventable healthcare use for patients
with chronic conditions, while prior studies have shown
that they can increase appropriate healthcare use (routine
or screening visits) for patients who do not yet have a
severe, chronic disease.8,15 Together, these findings can
help payers choose which types of CHW interventions
to fund.
Our review shows that costs or utilization was assessed in
CHW-based interventions used to meet the needs of patients
with five different chronic diseases or a combination of chronic conditions. There was, however, a focus on interventions for
patients with asthma. While asthma accounts for a relatively
larger number of preventable ED and hospital visits than many
chronic conditions,18,66 there is a need to explore the role that
CHWs can play in improving outcomes and reducing costs for
other conditions. For example, none of the studies in this
review focused on behavioral health, although CHWs have
been involved in mental health and substance use disorder
care,67 and behavioral health is often high cost for payers and
hospitals.68
The variation in the cost and utilization outcomes
suggests that CHWs alone do not make an intervention
successful. Like other healthcare workers, CHWs can be
deployed in different ways. By examining characteristics
of the positive and negative RCTs, we can develop
hypotheses about what intervention characteristics may
contribute to positive outcomes. Our findings allow us
to hypothesize that setting (outside a hospital), integration (CHWs within a care team), and duration (1 year or
more) may contribute to successful CHW interventions.
These hypotheses warrant further study, as they are
based on a small number of heterogeneous studies and
observed trends, rather than statistical analysis. Overall,
however, there were few apparent differences between
the interventions that produced positive results and those
that did not. The lack of clear differentiating factors
may be, in part, due to the paucity of research on
effects of CHW-based interventions in the US,
constraining the sample size of this systematic review.
There is also variable standardization and detail in descriptions of CHW-based interventions, limiting our ability to identify differentiating factors. To improve published descriptions of future interventions, we propose
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characteristics that should be reported for all CHW
programs in Table 6.
Our review has a number of limitations. First, there is great
heterogeneity in study design, population, reporting of intervention characteristics, and outcomes measured, making it difficult
to compare studies or determine which intervention characteristics are associated with positive outcomes. Second, the methodological rigor of the included studies is variable. Many were not
RCTs, and some did not include calculations of statistical significance. However, we conducted a detailed methodological
review, which improved the quality of evidence included and
facilitated interpretation of evidence in light of methodological
rigor. Third, the findings of this review are likely affected by
publication bias, as studies with negative results are less likely to
be published (in particular, non-RCT designs). By using the
complete list of CHW job titles collected by the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health, however, we were able to identify
relevant published studies that may not have been captured in the
narrower search strategies used in previous reviews on CHWs.
Fourth, CHWs have many positive effects on health, including
improving health outcomes and experience of care, that are not
captured in the financial impacts that were the focus of this study.
These health effects may, in the long-term, reduce costs, but the
savings may not be realized within study evaluation periods.
Fifth, we excluded interventions in which CHWs were unpaid or
received only a stipend, which left out some studies that were
part of prior systematic reviews.
The review highlights many opportunities for research. Future
studies should test the hypotheses generated in our analysis of
effective CHW interventions (setting, duration, and care teams);
examine characteristics that have received little attention in the
current literature, including supervision structures, smartphonebased strategies combined with CHW care, and alternate settings
for chronic condition management; and identify which segments
of the population would be most appropriate for CHW interventions, examining diagnosis, disease severity, minority status
(racial, ethnic, linguistic), and comorbidities. We should also

Table 6 Reporting Domains for CHW Interventions
1 CHW background and training: Initial training (hours),
competencies covered in training, CHW connection to population
served, CHW prior qualifications (for instance, professional degree,
bachelor’s degree, or lack thereof)
2 CHW management and integration: CHW supervisor (job title),
CHWs per supervisor, description of supervisor role, description of
integration of CHW into care team and CHW role delineation
3 Intensity of intervention: Amount of CHW-patient contact (hours
per month), length of CHW intervention (months), patients per CHW,
location of CHW visits, intensity of visits (group, mixed, or
individual)
4 Content of intervention: Description of CHW activities with
patients or other care team members (environmental modification,
accompaniment, advocacy, etc.)
5 Patient population: Disease status, prior healthcare utilization,
income or insurance status, racial or ethnic background, age,
geographic area, education, comorbidities
6 Financing: Cost of intervention (per patient per year), source of
funding for intervention, length of funding availability, benefits, and
operational costs

JGIM

explore how to scale-up and sustainably fund evidence-based
CHW interventions, as few interventions have been scaled at a
population level, and there will be greater incentive to develop
and test interventions if long-term funding is available.
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